
Translate
Videos, Images & Websites
to 75+ Languages
with 1-click





Problem

Every company has a website. Whether it is a Fortune
500 company or a solo blogger. But, all of them fail to
reach global audience, as language is the biggest
barrier.



Translate your websites
to 75+ Language in less
than 10-mins



Value Proposition

The whole process of translation using
Translate.website is 100x faster than any
other process in the world.

Manual Translation
Process Step

Translate.website



Key Features 

Say goodbye to language barriers and hello to a
seamless, multilingual online experience.

No-Code Solution Real-Time Translation On-the-fly translation Automatic Language Detection

Translate.Website requires no
coding skills, making it accessible to
users with limited technical
knowledge.
It eliminates the need for manual
code changes, saving time and
effort in the translation process.

Translate.Website offers both Client-
side translation and Server-side
rendered translation options
Client-side translation allows instant
translation of website content without
reloading the page.

Translate.Website automagically picks
up new content and updated content
from the website & translates it,
without any human intervention.

Our Intelligent AI Systems
monitors your website 24x7 for
new content

Translate.Website automagically picks
up new content and updated content
from the website & translates it,
without any human intervention.
Our Intelligent AI Systems monitors
your website 24x7 for new content



Key Features 

Why limit your reach when the world can be at your
website’s doorstep?

Translation Memory SEO-Friendly Translation Language Selector Context Aware Engine

Translate.Website utilizes a
translation memory & glossary
system that stores previously
translated content.
We also provide an option for
Proofreading where we can get the
translations proof read for you.

Translate.Website ensures that
translated content is optimized for
search engines.
It generates language-specific URLs
and meta tags, improving the
website’s visibility in different
languages.

Translate.Website provides a
customizable language selector that
can be easily integrated into any
website design.

Users can choose from a wide
range of languages to offer their
visitors a personalized browsing
experience.

Our AI is Context Aware, providing
relevance to translation.
It’s not a word-to-word literal
translation.



Customers & Engagements



What's stopping you from going global?

Your customers are waiting for you!

contact@vitra.ai


